RECTIFICATION OF BIRTH TIME ( A unique
Ancient Science to Help you rectify your Birth
Time scientifically):
Based on Power of (Nakshtras) and (Divisional
Charts) And ( Dasha) And (Transits) PLUS
your (Life Events) for Best Results!Rare/Unique and More Accurate:

Your Current Birth Data:
ServiceName
Birth Time Rectification Report!
<br>
email id
xyz@yahoo.co.in
Month of birth
8

dob
8
year of birth
1988
time of birth
22.983333333333
first name
xyz
middle name
abc
last name
ghi
minutes of birth
59
hour of birth
22
place of birth
Ahmedabad
country

India
Your planetary longitudes at birth as asked by
you
Planets C
Pada

R
Rashi
Relation

Longitude

Nakshatra

Asc

Aquarius

16-36-14

Satabhisa

3

 Sun












D Gemini 19-16-60
Ardra
4
Neutral
Moon
D Pisces 11-27-13
Uttarabhadra 3
Neutral
Mars
D Virgo
03-07-31
Uttaraphal 2
Enemy
Merc
C
R
Cancer 00-06-52
Punarvasu
4
Enemy
Jupt
D Leo 13-02-33
Magha 4
Friendly
Venu
R
Taurus 22-35-21
Rohini
4
Own
Satn
D Leo 28-09-34
Uttaraphal
1
Enemy
Rahu
R
Cancer 28-28-33
Ashlesha
4
Ketu
R
Capricorn
28-28-33
Dhanishta
2
Uran
R
Libra
28-13-23
Vishakha
3
Nept
R
Scorpion 27-06-17
Jyeshtha
4
Plut
D Virgo
25-23-52
Chitra 1

myTextBox value is =

D7 chart above

D10 chart dashamsa above
 Event 1:.marriage date is 4th march 2014.
 Event 2: baby girl child born date is 16th
march 2017.
 Event 3:sixth job joining. Date 22th march
2018
-->my birth time as per my first kundli is 22:56
PM .

-->and my relative says 23:00 PM.and kindly
help me perfect time as per astrology. Correct
time may be both are wrong time.
Month of birth1
Event based CALCULATED ASCENDANT or Birth
Time Rectfication(BTR)- based on Naskshtra
and Divisional Charts:
 based on our analysis your lagna or ascendant is
shatbishaj 3
 also as you are born on 4th July- and also a
Friday, so rahu and yes moon plus Venus define
your personality or behavior.
 The upper bounds of this nakshatra pada on that
day is at 22:48 PM
 The lower bounds of the nakshatra pada is
=22:38 PM.
 First Iterations:
 Let us take 22:43 Pm the midpoint as the time
and look at events






















Event 1:.marriage date is 4th march 2014.
venus-venus main period runs
JUP till 29/ 1/14
SAT till 9/ 8/14
Analysis event 1:
Venus or shukra is the lord of family and your
father/luck- so Venus had a high chance to build
up your family and home
Saturn sits in the 7th bhava or house
So is a karaka for your marriage.
Saturn is transit is in Scorpio at 0.42 degrees
This is the cancer navamsa ruled by moon.
Also Saturn has an influence on Gemini navmsa
as well- so Saturn aspects the 7th bhava in the
d9 or navamsa chart.
Strongly indicating marriage for you.
So just starts aspecting your family house 4,
also prior it was in 9th bhava in transit so
activates your planet of love Venus= the lord of
4th bhava.
Venus is in uttarashada nakskatra activating
your 7th bhava of marriage and also your family
house 4th bhava and also is karaka for lover or
life partner.
This is almost the midpoint or maximum
intensity point of uttar ashada nakshatra 5 deg
:39 minutes
This is the 3rd pada, where concept of family is
strong so causes the marriage or family making
for you. This is navamsa of Saturn aspecting
your 7th bhava in the d9 chart for marriage
Event 2: baby girl child born date is 16th
march 2017.

 Analysis event 2:
 You run Venus-moon-Saturn this time in 2017
march
 Bare d1 or lagna chart analysis
 Mercury the lord of children is sitting on the
moon as a dispositer is in the 2nd bhava of
family and yes Venus is for family and also 4th
bhava of family to you- child is an addition in
family.
 Also moon is sitting in the 2nd bhava and in
transit moon on that day is In Libra sign , that
connects to your family and family addition/child
birth suggested
 Mercury is in Pisces at 11 dgrees 5 minutes in
the 2nd bhava and in the house of family and
exactly conjunct with the sub dasa lord
indicating children and also addition to family
 Bare d7 chart(saptamsha) analysis
 IN d7 lord of kids is again the mercury planet
 Mercury is in the sign of Capricorn in the 9th
bhava with ketu.
 11:05 Pisces means , in Libra in the d7 chart
 So mercury is in Libra sign with sun the lord of
4th in the d7 chart
 Moon is close to Jupiter , the karaka for children
 Moon is in Scorpio with natal moon and Jupiter
in the 7th bhava clear indication of a long term
relationship or fatherhood of a child
 Event 3:. sixth job joining. Date 22th march
2018
 Bare d1 or lagna chart analysis
 Venus- mars –rahu running in this time

 Mars is lord of career and also is lord of
initiatives,
 Also mars is in Scorpio , so a strong mars or
Mangal this time in the house of mars of career
clearly indicates a career change or a strong
possibility of new job or action.
 Bare d10 or dashamsa chart career
analysis
 Now in d10 chart mars is in lagna and rules the
11th bhava and also 6th bhava aspecting the
7th bhava of relationships- so means getting a
better salaried job or more money.
 Mars or action/career gives energy to Jupiter
and sun for more money and salary.
 Also rahu sitting nearby in the seventh bhava,
sop a strong change in relationships and change
of place is predicted.
 It may mean somewhat sudden and yes more
travel in job.
 One can clearly see the accuracy in terms of
transits and divisional charts.
 Mars is at 9 degrees 40 minutes on 22 march in
Sagittarius sign, this is the 7th bhava of
relationships in the d10 house.
 Also in d1 is in the 11th house of gains
 Sending close energy to your moon or mind
making you do things.
 In your d10 or dashamsa chart we know what it
is doping there to activate your relationships

-->Your birth time as per my first kundli is
22:43 PM
B)Rectified Ascendant Based on Nakshatra
The birth time rectification has a rational and
scientific basis, it has been observed that based on
various phases of moon children are born, more or
less depending on which phase moon is.
Also in what time phase more of female births would
happen or male birth would happen is correlated with
the moon phases.
Like 40 minutes after the moon has passed 40
minutes from the lowest meridian the number of
births reduces.
IN second of sign Aquarius there is a decrease in the
first few degrees of Pisces there is an increase in
number of birth.

Similarly the ancient rishis or seers found that Birth
of any Individual can happen only on certain specific
time. Based which we find out when are the possible
times for one to be born.
 So as a first step we verify, if the time
suggested is a time when someone could
be born, if not then what is the next time
when someone could be born based on
present birth time.

 Then as a second step we check if the
horoscope based on the adjusted time the
real life events of the person that if they
really corroborate with time found.
Birth time is generally before the recorded time
as there is a delay in recording and letting the
parents know.
C). CONCLUSION:
The given major events match with the rectified birth
chart and with reference to matching these events;
the rectified birth time could be the correct one.
The rectified ascendant and time =
=so that means 10:43 PM
And rectified ascendant degree = 20:43
minutes 30 seocnds Aquarius 16-36-14 lagna
All this would help you in naadi and other
predictions.
Special BONUS Basic Life and Nature
predictions for you
 You could have interest in occult and mysticism
due to rahu
 You could also be service oriented, quiet and
honest due to moon
 You have an original and independent nature
and may not be able to connect so easily with
everyone.

 You have philosophical nature and political
interest due to rahu
 You may also have a original and rebellious
nature
 You could travel for educational purposes and
are intelligent
 You could have trouble with alcohol and
deception
Also
 You could be attractive and innocent looking
 You may also have good intuition and may know
about things at times before hand.
 You may have a unique and different personality
and may have struggle a lot for more success in
life.
 Family life needs care/legal conflicts could come
in.
 You could be virtuous, good hearted and service
oriented
 You could be clever in speech, happy and wise
 You could overcome your enemies and controls
anger
 You would enjoy children and have a happy
marriage
BONUS for personal and professional Life( I
may have shared this earlier as well but still to
help)
Wearing 5-6 rattis pukhraj (in gold to be worn in
index finger on Thursday) would be very
good help in education.

If You don’t want the ring and want to save money.
Draw this in a piece of paper on Thursday and keep
it in purse it would have some effects, atleast
50%.You would be helps a lot by any of the two
above remedies or the one given below.
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Offering service to one’s Guru/teachers
Prayer every morning
Offer banana pieces to birds
Offer bundi laddue to birds.

Also
 Could chant shiva sahastraanam
 Do rudra-abhishek by trained person
We wish you all the best in Life,
Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com

For any Clarification Regarding This Report–
Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id
Given Below:
astrozing.com@gmail.com

